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ABSTRACT
Basically the main objectiveof this project called Web-based Announcement
System is to automate the manual wayof conveying announcements either
academic or event updates in Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS (UTP) campus
and provide an effective way of prompting students on the announcements.
Furthermore, the proposed system will enable the lecturers, IT administrators,
Webmaster to upload announcements and to prompt students via short messages
(SMS) and student personal email. Another objective of this project is to provide
a web-based announcement system that can encourage regular or frequent access
by students andthe announcements willbe able to be delivered effectively.
Currently, students received most of the academic announcements such as current
event updates, class cancellation or changes of test schedule verbally. In addition
to that, if there is an important event to be held in UTP, the common medium of
notification used is notice boards, posters or eLearning. Even though there is an
eLeaming available, still the announcements delivery management is not so
effective due to the accessibility of the system application.
As far as the final yearproject is concern; the project will be focusing on the
contentmanagement aspect that shouldbe considered to develop an
announcement system and how it canbe accessible via SMS and e-mail
which will provide a two-way communication between the sender and the
recipient.
The methodology that will be used here is Waterfall model which include
Project definition and planning, analysis and design, development, unit testing
and testing, and implementation and rollout. The findings of this project will be,
the students will be able to receive the announcement via SMS and can have a
two-way communication with the lecturers. Besides the updates will also be given
via SMS and it will provide an automatic answer.
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1.1 Background of Study
1.1.1 Basically the idea to develop this project so called a Web-Based
Announcement System for UTP - "UTP AnnounceClick'atel"
is because, there are situations where announcements have not being managed
properly which lead to the ineffective of announcements or important messages
delivery to students. Most of the announcements are conveyed to students
verbally. For example, if there is any class cancellation, the message will be
passed verbally from one student to another.
1.1.2 Furthermore, if there is any event update, or any important campus
updates, there will only be notices on the board or the announcement will be
uploaded in UTP Websites which sometimes students may not be encouraged at
all to browse the site. Another thing here, when there are any announcements or
urgent memos on campus/hostel, Residential College Support Unit of UTP need
to send memos or put notices to alert students. Even though notices have
been put everywhere around the campus, but still the announcement are not
within reach of students to take note. This is because the procedure of
announcement delivery is not interactive enough to students.
1.2 Problem Statement
1.2.1 Problem Identification
1.2.1.1 Since the announcements are conveyed verbally to students, it
will not be practical for the students and it may lead to
announcements wrongly conveyed to the students or the students
may not get the announcements at all.
1.2.1.2 Here, the author realizes that, notice boards and posters may
not be able to give detail information as it may be limited to space and
location, which means only the students who come across the notice
boards then they will get notices of any important dates, event updates or
any general campus announcements in UTP. Besides, the author also
realized that the announcement sometimes could not be delivered at all to
the students and this may interrupt student and lecturer's activities.
1.2.1.3 Even though UTP has eLeaming for the lecturers to upload
announcements and UTP portal for the Webmaster to upload UTP
general announcements, but still some students still do not successfully
conveyed to them. This is due to, the students may not like the
procedure where they need to enroll to get accessed to the particular
course section, which is a redundant procedure to be undergone only to
view announcements. Due to that students may not be able to receive the
announcements conveyed by the lecturers or department administrators.
1.2.2 Significant of the Project
1.2.2.1 The web based announcement system will enable the lecturers,
administrators, or webmasters to upload any announcement or urgent
updates or information into the system and it will prompt students via
personal email or short messages (SMS). As a result, the announcement
will be effectively conveyed to students and the activities will be more
manageable since students will be notified both ways.
1.2.2.2 The system will also be effective, as it will notify announcement to the
right person who is supposed to get the announcement. For example
Advance Database students will specifically receive the Advance Database
announcement or PETRONAS scholars will specifically receive any
announcement for PETRONAS scholarship.
1.2.2.3 Furthermore, the system will enable students and lecturers to conduct two
way communication since the system will lead to a more
convenience way of communicating between to parties without
requiring both parties to be at the same location.
1.2.2.4 Besides, the system will provide a one-stop announcement center
and a mobile application so that student will be able to receive
announcements or updates, anywhere and anytime.
1.3 Objective and Scope of Study
1.3.1 The main objective of this project is to build an accessible web-
based announcement system for students, which may provide one-stop
announcement center such as academic announcements, event
updates, urgent announcements and so on. The most important thing
here, the announcements that have been uploaded or posted in the
system will prompt students via personal email or short messages (SMS),
this uses the same platform, mail server. If before, the students need to
go only to the available notice boards to update themselves but now they
can just get accessed to their email from their room or they will be
automatically prompted via SMS.
1.3.2. The scope of study will be focusing on how can we manage the
announcement content and how can we integrate the required
elements so that it can be accessible via personal email and SMS. So here,
the research area will be specifically on the content management of a
web-based announcement system that will be able to notify users via email
and SMS and how the system can integrate all the elements needed.
1.4 Relevancy of the Project
1.4,1 It is no doubt that a new system for managing announcements and enabling
announcements to be sent via email and short messages (SMS) to students is
needed in specifically in Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS (UTP) and
generally in Malaysian Universities. The old and conventional announcement
delivery system is really outdated and not efficient enough to manage and
maintain the effectiveness of announcement delivery in campus. This, Web-
Based Announcement System would help to increase the efficiency of
uploading and managing announcement conveyed either by lecturers,
academic staff, UTP Webmaster or any administrator permitted to the system
to students via email and SMS.
CHAPTER 2
2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Email - Less Interrupt Effect and Contribute Higher Productivity
Cutter Business Technology Council Fellows, Tom DeMarco and Tim Lister in their
book, "Peopleware: Productive Projects and Teams," have described the high impact of
phone calls in engineering environments: developers routinely receive 15 telephone
calls a day, which can make the whole day non-productive [6]. The findings of the
email analysis show that, on average, about 60 seconds is spent per email excluding
recovery time, and a total of two minutes is spent if the recovery time is assumed for
each email message. This compares well with the interruption reported for telephone
calls, [6]. Clearly email has less of an interrupt effect than the telephone although it is
still significant.
2.2 Bi-Directional Communication
The Short Message Service (SMS) is a service provided by all United Kingdom (UK)
cellularphonesnetworks; it allows the bi-directional communication of short
alphanumerical messages (up to 160 chars before fragmentation) from any cellular
phone in the world or any other cellularphone [1], This shows that through SMS, the
two-way communication can be conducted between sender and recipient.
2.3 Better Telecommunication with Short Message Services (SMS)
Interestingly, SMS (short-message services) has done much better than WAP, at least in
Europe and Asia. SMS enables mobile phone users to exchange short messages and
similar services were popular in Japan until it was replaced by Internet mail on mobile
phones. Now many Europeans and Asians are downloading screen savers and ringing
tones with SMS, applications that many Europeans believed their young people would
never do [2]. Here it is proven that SMS provide a better telecommunication service
which will enable user to an automatic notifications or messages. Besides, the SMS
application seem to be common among the mobile phone users especially the
youngsters, so it encourages the user acceptance towards the proposed system.
2.4 SMS - High Impact Communication Medium
Companies are beginning to recognize the potential of SMS (Short Message Service)
text messages, as a low cost, high impact communication medium, that can be received
by almost all mobile phone users. Several companies are adopting highly innovative m-
commerce strategies using SMS text messaging. 15 billion SMS messages (Cyber atlas
2001a) were sent over GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) wireless
networks during December 2000 [3]. Here we can see that the SMS application has
been used widely among mobile phone users. With this SMS application people realize
that, they can communicate on wireless basis anywhere and anytime. Furthermore it
provides a very effective message delivery, which is short (to the point) and quick.
2.5 SMS - Ability to Promote Egalitarian Participation Within Organization.
Further support for SMS as an effective tool is provided by its ability to promote
egalitarian participation within an organization. Chalupa and Harris (1998) argue that
technological advancement has caused restructuring in organizations due to the blurring
of boundaries that support collaboration and information sharing between various
levels. They suggest that hierarchy is becoming less significant when communicating
between management and non-management employees and that consequently,
organizations should provide employees with several media channels for distributing
and gathering information. Marin and Minsky (1999) suggest that computer mediated
communication (CMC) provides an avenue of communication that has less centralized
leadership and allows for more egalitarian participation. Therefore, as SMS may not
provide the richest channel of communication by traditional definitions, it may be
useful in overcoming hierarchical communication barriers in an organization, and could
assist in preventing feelings of unease when dealing with a high-status person within an
organization (Higa et al., Alectus Personnel, 2000) [5]. Here we can see that besides
making the announcement notification easily transferred to students, it also has the
ability to promote egalitarian participation within an organization.
2.6 SMS - Services Enabling the Exchange of Messages Between Mobile Users
Mobile messaging encompasses a number of technologies and services enabling the
exchange of messages between mo-bile users. In the early days of mobile digital
telephony, the Short Message Service was introduced in the market with
GSM networks and rapidly became one of the most revenue-generating services for
mobile network operators. The service allows the transfer of short text messages
between mobile users [4]. It is proven here that SMS application is the most effective
way of alerting users on important messages such as campus announcements.
2.7 The Success of SMS
The success of SMS appears to be making it harder for WAP or a successor of
WAP to succeed in Europe. SMS decreases the chances that European service provider
will be interested in focusing mobile Internet services on ringing tones, screen
savers,and mail since such a focus would cannibalize their existing SMS businesses.
Instead,they and their key partners, particularly the infrastructure vendors , are
attempting to add multi-media capabilities to SMS with so-called MMS (multimedia
messaging services) while continuing to focus their mobile Internet strategies on
existing business customers. Evidence of this can be found at any mobile Internet
conference where the vast majority of the presentations focus on new technologies as
opposed to actual users and applications [2]. According to this paragraph, we can see
that there are increasing number mobile phone users as well as Malaysian users. Due to
this, reason, the proposed system Web-Based Announcement System will be effective





The project approach used towards developing a Web -Based Announcement
System (UTP AnnouceClick'atel) is based on the project development schedule
prepared by the Final Year Project (FYP) Committee.
Here Waterfall model is used as the development methodology and guidelines, which
include the following major tasks such as Project Definition and Planning, Analysis
and Design, Development, Unit Testing and Testing and Implementation and
Rollout. Waterfall model is a linear system development lifecycle. The rationale behind
of adopting this model in developing the project is because it a well structured model,
easy to follow and it is very suitable for this project, specifically in term of the project
scope and project time factors.
3.1.1 Project Definition and Planning
At this stage, the project proposal was initiated and supervisor
approvals and advisory were obtained to proceed to the next stage. Firstly the
project definition was clearly stated that the project is a Web-Based
Announcement System and so called 'UTP AnnounceClick'atel. Also for
this stage, the project work plan has been finalized and preliminary report has
also been submitted to respective Supervisor: En Faizal
Ahmad Fadzil. Furthermore, the problem statements need to be clearly defined
in directing a very clear objective of developing this particular project. In
conducting the project definition and planning stage it involved activities such
as understanding the problem and opportunity, defining scope and constraints,
perform fact finding, estimate the project significant, estimate the development
time duration and putting the facts collected for the project development into
guidelines and project documentations. The definition of each activity
conducted is as follows: -
i. Understanding the Problem and Opportunity
In conducting this activity, the author needs to clearly understand the problem
that want to be solved. Here all the problems were listed and defined. Then the
problems were analyzed and all the possible requirements, solutions and tool
required were defined.
ii. Defining Scope and Constraints
The scope and constraints also were defined in project definition and planning
stage. The scope of the project was advisable to be small and precise as it
should be more focused and clearly defined. Like for the author's situation, the
scope of theproject is the content management of the web-based announcement
system, which the system is enabled for an email and SMS notification through
a mail server. While, the constraints of the project were also defined in terms of
the resources, procedures and time.
iii. Perform Fact Finding
In this activity, fact finding was performed by the author through an interview
with UTP webmaster, discussions with supervisors, browsing the UTP web
portal and UTP eLeaming, searching resources from the library and
observations of the regular operations done. In this case doing research on how
the announcements are conveyed currently.
iv. Estimate the Project Significant
The project significant were also stated as it will give an overview on how the
particular project can solve the problem defined and how it can improve the
manual system to an effective automated system.
v. Estimate development time duration
Furthermore, the project Gantt chart has already being produced for the project.
This is where the time duration was specified for each tasks performed in the
project development. Here the author has made sure all the possible activities
were included in the project development process with a specific duration of
development time. See APPENDIX 1-1.
3.1.2 System Analysis and Design
3.1.2.1 Define User Requirements
While, at this stage the user requirements were captured and several
researches were done such as the proposed system content, database
involved, system input requirements, system interface design and how
to develop a system that is accessible via Email and SMS. Besides there were
some interviews and questionnaires directing to survey conducted to be able to
do some fact-findings as to start the development process. This was to ensure
that the system was developed according to user requirements that have been
specified.
3.1.2.2 Project Analysis and Design
At this stage, a system flow chart and a conceptual design have been produced
to provide an overview of the system flow, which indicates the flow of the main
function in Web-Based Announcement System, which project how the system
should work. Besides, the author has also produced a data flow diagram for this
system (Refer to APPENDIX 3). These diagrams will be checkpoints during the
development process. Furthermore, the author prepared a data flow diagram to
show the complete structure of the system data flow. Besides the author was
required to do some study on how the current announcement system is being
operated in UTP, so that the author may be able to see how it can be integrated
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accordingly. Questionnaires that have been prepared are distributed and
interviews are conducted in order to gainrelated and appropriate information for
this project so that it can show how this particular system can improve the
announcement delivery in UTP. Furthermore, the knowledge on how Email and
Web-to-SMS application should work in general and how can it be applied to
web-based announcement system should be finalized, to ensure that the system
will be able to run according to requirements specified.
3.1.2.3 Physical Design
During the design phase the system storyboards were also prepared to provide a
design overview before shifting to the development stage. The physical design
will provide an outlook of the system besides providing system navigation
pointers for the system developer (Please refer to APPENDIX 2-1)
3.1.3 System Development
At this stage, it involved developing the interface of the system and writing the
programming codes to make the system functioning accordingly. The database
will also be integrated into the system during this stage. The database need to be
finalized before setting up the query. Furthermore, the configuration and the
setting up of the mail server for the Email features and SMS application were
also done at this stage.
The development involved designing the interface of the announcement system
and it has been completely designed, as it should provide the overview of the
whole system application should work.
Furthermore during the development stage, the database design was prepared in
order to have overview architecture of the entities, attributes and the database
structure. Here My, PHP MyAdmin is used as a database platform for Web-
Based Announcement System. In order for the author to master MySQL, the
author have referred to some books that may guide me in using MySQL and
tutorial pages from the Internet.
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3.1.3 System Unit Testing and Testing
During the unit testing stage, once each single unit of the project has been
developed, the particular unit will be tested accordingly. The testing involved
pilot users (few students and administrator (pilot user)). After every unit has
been developed, then the testing will be conductedto the overall system. In this
session questionnaires were provided as to collect the feedbacks data from the
pilot users. From here, the author generated the informationgathered into results
and discussions.
The purpose of testing process is to find out if the system is performing
according to the user's expectation. Thus the factors of performance, cost,
reliability, availability, compatibility, modularity, technology, ergonomics, and
support should be used to evaluate the system. The system will be finalized and
implemented.
Then the system rollout will be done for end users to apply and use the system.
Of course, observations need to be done on the user acceptance aspect which
here the author was interested to know what their feedbacks towards the new
system implementation are.
3.2 Tools and Equipments
3.2.1 Hardware
I The hardware that need to be used are either personal computer (PC),
which includes monitor, keyboards, mouse, or notebook.
II APACHE Server setup in the PC
3.2.2 Software
I Macromedia Dreamweaver MX,
II PHP Triad software
III JavaScript.
IV SMTP Mail Server /Web Hosting
12
CHAPTER 4
4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
4.1 Results
4.1.1. Based on the surveys conducted among 50 students in Universiti
Teknologi PETRONAS (UTP), the authorobservedthat most of the respondents
have react to negative or average feedback towards the effectiveness of
announcement delivery in UTP. 38% of the respondents indicate that the
announcement delivery management in UTP is average in service. The second
highest percentage denotes by the respondents who thinks that the
announcement delivery management in UTP is below average that is 22%
follows by 16% of the respondents perceived the delivery is bad. 14% of the
respondents think that the announcement delivery management in UTP is good
and the remaining, which is the lowest 10%, perceived the delivery, is excellent.
Please refer to TABLE 4.1 for the results on the perception of respondents,
students in UTP towards the effectiveness of announcement delivery
management in UTP. Since the author is developing a research project called a
Web-Based Announcement System for UTP, the author needs to investigate the
feedback from respondent towards the effectiveness of announcement delivery
management in UTP. The result of this survey can be evaluated and influence
the respondents acceptance towards this research project.
PERCEPTION TOWARDS EFFECTIVENESS OF
ANNOUNCEMENT DELIVERY IN UTP
Bad Below
Average
Average Good Excellent Total
Respondents 8 11 19 7 5 50
Figure 4.1 Perception towards the effectiveness of Announcement Delivery in UTP
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4.1.2. With the statistic of 76% from the total respondents, the respondent feels
that the announcement delivery management in UTP is in the category of
average, below average and bad service. Therefore the web-based
announcement system, which is the author's research project will be applicable
here to apply an effective announcement deliverymanagement.
4.1.3 Based on the surveys concerning the level of acceptance of the proposed
Web-Based Announcement System. There are 30%) of the total respondents
feel the proposed system is a good application to be implemented by UTP. This
is followed by 28% of the total respondents think that the proposed system is
average and 18 % of the respondents have excellent remarks on the proposed
system. While, the remaining 24% of the participants think it is a bad proposal.
Please refer to TABLE 4.2 for the results on the level of acceptance of the
proposed Web-Based Announcement System that is accessible via Email and
SMS.




Average Good Excellent Total
Respondents 4 8 14 15 9 50
4.2 Findings
4.21 From the survey, the author indicates that the majority of the respondents
are satisfied and pleased with Web-Based Announcement System that is
accessible via Email and SMS. This can be proven using FIGURE 4.1 below.
Based on FIGURE 4.1, the author analyzed that more than half of the
respondents have categorized the announcement delivery service in UTP under
average, below average and bad. Due to that here come, the proposed system is
acceptable to the respondents, as they prefer a system that will provide them a
better announcement delivery service.
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Perceptions Towards the Effectiveness of











FIGURE 4.1 Perceptions Towards the Effectiveness ofAnnouncement
Delivery Management in UTP
4.22 Based onFIGURE 4.2 below maiority ofthe respondents perceived that
the proposed Web-Based Announcement System would give a good
impact to the flow ofdaily activities and announcement delivery in UTP.
Thismeans that the students and lecturers are expecting to havea better
announcement delivery service in UTP.











FIGURE 4.2 Level ofAcceptance ofProposed Web-Based Announcement System
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4.3 Discussions
4.3.1 The Web-Based Announcement System (The content management)
Web-Based Announcement System for UTP, which is called
AnnounceClick'atel, is a system to manage announcements that are conveyed to
students in UTP. Besides managing the announcements, the system is able to
send announcements via email and SMS through a mail server provided which
will provide a better way of conveying announcements as compared to the
traditional method of conveying announcements.
AnnounceClick'atel contains a flexible mechanism for an effective management
of all aspects of the system application and its associating issues. For the
purpose of the project, the system is developed based on the learning
environment and technological resources in Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS
(UTP)
16
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FIGURE 4.3 - Web-Based Announcement System (AnnounceClick'atel
@UTP) Conceptual Diagram below illustrates the conceptual overview ofthe
system and all entitiescontributing to its establishment.
In order to understand the system requirements, user requirement analysis was
initially completed among a group of target users. As per the system, the target
users are:





The UTP Webmaster, the hostel administrator and some of the lecturers have
been interviewed, as to define their needs towards the system. The findings for
thisanalysis phase have been evaluated and justified accordingly as against their
feasibility, value, priorities, project time frame and technological availability.
The Web-Based Announcement System for UTP comprises of three main
components; which are as follows:
• System Input (Student Data/Announcement)
• Announcement Management mechanism
• Sending Email mechanism
• Sending SMS mechanism
Theresults, findings and issues of eachcomponent are further discussed in the
next subsections.
4.3.1.1 System Input
Basically user can enter any required data directly into the Web-Based
Announcement System manually but it is more efficient to import it from
existing system. Hence, this system is interfacing with SAP Campus
Management System (CMS), UTP employee database (Lecturers) to fulfill
system input requirements.
4.3.1.1.1 SAP Campus Management System (CMS)
Campus Management System (CMS) is a student, course and other educational-
related management system, which is currently being implemented by UTP and
handled by IT & Media Services of UTP.
SAP Campus Management System is designed to address the distinct
requirements of the university life, such as student registration, student
voluminous information and eLeaming. Its capabilities include student
application processing, comprehensive functions for academic curriculum
development, and eLeaming.
The Campus Management System is tied to the university's currently embarked
SAP administrative systems and thus, electronically manages all aspects of
student life from admissions to graduation. This puts accurate student
information at the center of a powerful technology environment across the
campus.
With this scenario, the integration between the Campus Management System
(CMS) and proposed Web-Based Announcement System made easy, practical
and convincing. Furthermore, CMS does enable quick and easy access to
student files, including administrative and academic records, allowing the more
informed information updates.
As per the Web-Based Announcement System for UTP requirements, would
provide the course and student standard information for the Web-Based
Announcement System database. For both student and course database, the
back-end is using Oracle with SAP front-end. Note that not all the information
in these two tables is needed. Only selectively important classes fields are to be
pulled to the proposed system, Web-Based Announcement System for UTP.









• Phone Number (Data is required to be computed in the system
developed)
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These data are needed since the system will segregate all the announcements
that will be uploaded to the category specified. For example announcement
regarding sponsorship, the students with PETRONAS sponsorship will get
specifically announcements on PETRONAS sponsorship or any other related
matters.
4.3.1.1.2 UTP Employee Database
Basically the employee database is also in SAP. The employee data especially
lecturers and UTP Web Master as they are going to use this system to upload













4.3.2 The Announcement Management mechanism
One of the major entities of the system is its announcement management
mechanism where here the extraction of the raw data and presentation of
announcement details.
4.3.2.1 System Back-End (Database)
The heart of this announcement management mechanism is the database itself.
Among those, the database serve tokeep the student details, course information,
department details, announcement details uploaded and other required details. It
is designed for efficient retrieval by the system for the announcement report
generation. Note that, the announcement that is being uploaded through email
will be kept in email announcement table specifically while for announcement
that have been uploaded through SMS will be kept in different table. Here, PHP
MyAdmin, MySQL database is used as a data repository. It is identified as the
most reliable, flexible and efficient for Web-Based Announcement System for
UTP project.
4.3.2.2 System Front-End
Theuser interface does play a significant role in the system as per user ease-of-
use of the system functions as well as for the security purposes. It was designed
according to user requirements and according to the flow of the system
navigation. Departments will categorize announcements, which is easier to be
managed. Each department will have its own templates to upload via email or
SMS and its own clips.
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4.3.2.2.1 Index Page
Users launch the Web-Based Announcement System from their workstation. An
index page will appear.Pleaserefer to FIGURE 4.2.
^lOUNCECLICK'ATEL!
>-Based Announcement System for UTP. Here you canupload
ements and receive announcements via mobile. The systemhelps
tnd aware ofany changes onthe schedule or activities held in
lave no problem togetnew updates onthe residential college,
nd so on. It will make you accessible to current pdates and
et updatedwith AnnounceClick'atel!
ENT button to enter, while for the lecturers and staff click on
to enter
FIGURE 4.4 Web-Based Announcement System - Index Page
The purpose of the screen is to provide navigation andspecific linkfor student
and administrator. The pagesmaybe the samefor studentsand administrators
but there will be some elements that the administrators can view while students
cannot. Lecturers are also considered as administrator in this Web-Based
Announcement System.
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4.3.2.2.2 System Login Page
The purpose ofthe screen is to provide a permitted connection tothe system and
database data. Basically the administrator will get a privilege to edit, update
and delete the database data, which is the back-endof the systemwhile students
will onlybe ableto access to the front-end of the system.
LOG IN HERE : Please enter your Student ID and Password t
USERNAME
PASSWORD : | FORGOT YOUR PASSl
LOGIN
FIGURE 4.5 Web-Based Announcement Systems-Student Login Page
LOG IN HERE : Please enter your Employee ID and Password
USERNAME !
PASSWORD |_ _ I FORGOT YOUR PASSWO
LOGIN |
FIGURE 4.6 Web-Based Announcement Systems-Administrator Login Page
Besides, the logon function is important for security purposes. It is to ensure
only the authorized users are able to use the system. The identified authorized
users are the lecturers, tutors, UTP Web Master, selected administrator from
each department (Note that they will have administrator's access to the system).
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4.3.2.2.3 Student and Administrator Home Page (Main Menu)
In this Web-Based Announcement System, there will be two different main
home pages which one for the student access and the other one is for the
administrator access. Thesepageswill give users the access to the system
functionality. Please refer to. Users need to select the section, which represent
the departments in UTP. The available sections are as follows:
eLeaming
UTP(Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS)
ACS (Academic Central Services)
FIN (Finance)
HEP(Student Services(Hal Ehwal Pelaiar))
RC(Resource Center)
RCSUfResidential College Support Unit)
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Welcome to Student AnnounceClick'atel!
Here, you can view latest announcements for each department menu
hand side
Please click on those menus, and you will be directed to respective
announcement page.
Do get updated ! Check it out ! You will also be notified on the latest
annoucement via
email or SMS.
FIGURE 4.7 Web-Based Announcement Systems- Student Home Page
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r^ANNOUMCEMtlSn;;
Home IeLeaming jUTP | AGS | RESOURCE CENTRE | HEP | RCSTJ | LOGOUT
WELCOME ADMINISTRATORS!
AnnounceClicka'telsaUTP Is a web-based announcement
system developed for UTP. Basically the system
comprises of seven main categories of announcement.
They are eLeaming, UTP, Academic Central Services
(ACS), HEP, Finance, Residential College Support Unit
(RCSU), and UTP Resource Centre.
Feel free to upload announcement!Get your






Figure 4.8 Web-Based Announcement Systems -Administrator Home Page
Each selection the users made, the users then will be directed to the respective
section's main page. The interface for each ofthe main page is all using the
same standard designs. There will only be different in terms of the user's view,
which for students they will have different view as compared to administrator's
view.
4.3.2.2.4 Section Main Page
Basically in the Section Main Page (e.g. eLeaming main page) there are to
functional buttons where the first button is the ANNOUNCEMENT CLIPS and
the other one is ADDRESSES button. For administrator the
ANNOUNCEMENT CLIPS button will direct the user to the announcement
clips page where administrator can view uploaded announcements for specific
category (e.g. eLeaming announcements) and administrator can upload
announcements in this page. Administrator can choose to upload the






You are in the eLeaming Page I
. Please dick on the ANNOUNCEMENT CUPS button if you
want to view eLeaming announcements that have been
uploaded or upload announcements.
. Please click on the ADDRESSESbutton if you want to view
student addresses.
Fvsure 4.9 Web-Based Announcement Systems -Section Main Page
(e.g.Administrator's eLeaming main page)
4.3.2.2.5 Announcement Clips Page
In the announcement clips page, the administrator canviewtheuploaded
announcements, and upload announcement viaemail or SMS at the same
page. While for students they can view announcement clips and they can
only compose a reply email to the administrator ortheir respective lecturers.
The announcements will be presented in tables and it will show the date
announcements uploaded, subject oftheannouncements and posted by.




14/04/04 Hand in Your FYP Documention
14/04/04 Check out your Scholarship!
shahira®
shahiracji
^•xrn,ri> 4to WHh=3^rH Aju^uFccmcnt S'-'stems —Annoimccmcnt Clips Page
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4.3.2.2.6 Addresses List Page
Once the user clicks the addresses button, they will then be redirected to the
addresses list page. For administrator, the addresses list page will show student
addresses, which from there they can view, students' email addresses and
students' hand phone number. The email addresses and phone numbers are kept
into the database once the administrator register the student's emailaddresses
and the phone numbers into the system (Web-Based Announcement System for
UTP). Besidesthere is also a searchfunction where students' addresses can be
listed bystudent year, student courses, student programme or student
sponsorship.
Search Contacts
View by Year : [Edit]
|"YearITv: JGo] •
View by Courses: fEdit]
'eBusiness_ •* \(__J
View by Sponsorship : [Edit}
ALL
172S ^-54^ • norsha8Z@iyahoo.com IQ
i yHuy YiiM i _ _: _
:1745! FARIZAM BT D :butlY_manster@hotmall .com D
! H,AM_PAM _I
SITI MASTURA i T
:1764 BTMAT ;Q lan_shagsyahoo.com. U




_vj !l81D MOHAMAD D
i RAOZI !
Ion_sha@yahoo.com. jQ
jl889: ^QH^ff • " ease_ongel@yahoo.com. Q
'• ' HANUIM







Figure 4.11 Web-Based Announcement Systems - Addresses List Page
4.3.2.2.7 Create New AnnouncementPage via Email/SMS
As per system requirement, the Web-Based Announcement System forUTP
will be able to send announcements via email or SMS. In this page,
administrator can compose the announcement andthen sendit to respective
student email addresses or handphone number that are kept in the addresses list.
The announcements will be processed by mail serverconfigured and will then
passed to the recipients. In 4.3.3 section, there will be further explanations and
discussions on mails server.
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L1 -6-200411.18-J 3_ J
Testing Announcement FYPBriefing
Department: JAcademic Central Services vj




Announcement: - - -
Bcc
Announcement
FYP Briefing- •"•_:jPlease be in£ocwed v;For SMS (160 characters only)
SEMD
Figure 4.12 Web-Based Announcement Systems - Create New Announcement via
gmail/SMS
4.3.2.2.8 Create New Announcements via SMS
In this page, theadministrator can also send announcements viaSMS. First the
user needs to compose theannouncement then theannouncement then can be
sentthrough mail server. Inorder to have this function the author need to
consider the maximum number of characters that can be written.
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4.3.3 Mail Server, Email and Web-to SMS application (Networking)
Internet has the electronic mail whereas fixed telephony has the answering
machine. Similarly mobile network operators have long provided various
messaging services to their subscribers. With the 2nd generation networks such
as GSM, the introduction of digital communications allowed the development of
the Short Message Service (SMS).
4.3.3.lEmail Application Features
Email enables users to send text messages' and attach files from word
processors, spreadsheets, or graphics programs. Most email packages allow us
to do the same things we do with regular paper mail. Email has several major
advantages over regular mail. First, it is fast: delivery of an email message
typically takes seconds orminutes, depending on the distance to the receiver. A
second major benefit is cost. Email is cheaper because it costs virtually nothing
to transmit the message over the network, compared to the cost of a stamp or
courier charge. Email is also cheaper in terms of the time invested in preparing
the message.
Several standards have been developed to ensure compatibility between
different email software packages. Any software package that conforms to a
certain standard can send messages that are formatted using its rules. Any other
package that understands the standard can then relay the message to its correct
destination. However, if an email package receives a mail message in a different
format, it may be unable to process it correctly. Three commonly used standards
are SMTP, X.400, and CMC. All three-email standards work in the same basic
fashion. Figure shows how an email message can travel over a wide area





User agent \ Mail Transfer Agent
Internet
Mail Server User agent
Mail Transfer Agent
User agent
Client Computer Client Computer
FIGURE 4.13 Email clients and servers
Each client computer in the local area network runs an application layer
software package called a user agent. Eudora, Lotus cc: mail, and Microsoft
Mail are all email software packages. The user writes the email message using
one of these user agents, whichformats the message in two parts.
• The header, which lists source and destination email addresses
(possibly intext form (e.g. "Pat Smith")) as well as the address itself
(e.g. psmith@somewhere.com), date, subject, and so on.
• The body, which is the message itself.
The user agent sends the message (header and body) to a mail server that runs a
special application layer software package called a message transfer agent.
These agents read the envelope and then send the message through the network
(possibly through dozens of message transfer agents) until the message at the
receiver's mail server. The message transfer agent on this server then stores the
message in the receiver's mailbox on the server.
When the receiver next accesses his or her email, the user agent on the
receiver's client computer contacts the message transfer agent onthe mail server
and asks for the contents of the user's mailbox. The message transfer agent
sends the email message to the client computer, which thereads withthe user
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agent. The Simple MailTransfer Protocol (SMTP) is one of the most commonly
used email standards, simply because it is the email
standard used on the Internet. SMTP defines how message transfer agents
operate and howthey format messages sent to the other message transfer agents.
As the name suggests, SMTP is a simple standard that permits only the transfer
of text messages; no non-text files such as graphics or word-processing
documents are permitted. Several standards for non-text files have been
developed that can operate together with SMTP, such as Multipurpose Internet
Mail Extension (MIME), uuencode, and binhex.
The SMTP standard covers message transmission between message transfer
agents (i.e., mail server to mail server). A different standard called Post Office
Protocol (POP) defines howuser agents operate and how messages to and from
mail transfer agents are formatted. POP is gradually being replaced by a newer
standard called Internet Mail Access Protocol (IMAP). Although they are
several important technical differences between POP and IMAP, the most
noticeable difference is that before a user can read a mail message with a POP
user agent; the email message must be copied to the client computer's hard disk
and deleted from the mail server. With IMAP, email messages can remain
stored on the mail server after they are read. IMAP therefore offers considerable
benefits to users who read their email from many different computers (e.g.,
home, office, and computer labs) because they no longer need to worry about
having old email messages scattered across several client computers; all email is
stored on the server until it is deleted. Two other commonly used email
standards are X.400 and CMC. Both formats are different from SMTP, POP,
and IMAP, so they cannot be used interchangeably. However they are similar
enough that it is straightforward to write gateway application software that can
translate between the different standards.
For this Web-based Announcement System, the Email features are used to send
announcements uploaded into the system. Therefore student will be notified
with the latest announcementvia email, which will be preferable as compared to
a verbal announcement or opening UTP sites.
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By having this email function in the application, administrators will be able to
put attachments and the announcement can be longer in words as compared to
uploading announcement via SMS. Besides, the announcements can be directed
to specific person or specific group. Furthermore the author needs to consider
how to send announcement to a group of people at once where this will. For
example an advance database lecturer should be able to send the announcement
of class cancellation to all the advance database students at once.
4.3.3.2 Web-to-SMS- Short Message Service (SMS) Features
''^Tggg--.
Pleass enter SNS numbers in forma*: country
Omit any leading i*ms from area code-* Fw es ,
[To-] IW83456H1.4670323 38 32.16048392322
osde+fiumber.
16D4777S869
jm*e uftntea co say to evfeeyttotfy. The v&Gecion is^
great - wish you could be here. Write me back,
Jm#c ]?ress reply on yawe mbLle ami type a
ineasagpe. Love, tat
Ccto email! D T**h* en*u .*d«re**: b2urtaMC@ton_dacom *









-_:. Type a message
3-ccyajm^f (o^tionaf)
FIGURE 4.14Illustration of howmessages are transferred from a web to SMS
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Basically, What is SMS? Like all messaging services, SMS is characterized by
the fact that the network keeps messages temporarily until messages are
retrieved by the recipients (store and forward paradigm). Mobile messaging is
based upon a series of evolutionary steps. One of the first messaging to have
been provided by mobile communication network is SMS.
When you compose an SMS to someone from a web, normally one of the first
steps you will take is selecting the intended recipients of the SMS by
completing the To:' and 'Cc:' fields. This can be achieved by either typing inthe
recipient's name, mobile number or e-mail address or by selecting them from
your address book. These fields are used to identify which mobile users you
want the SMS message to be sent to. As the specific number is typed, it will
erect the number to direct to a respective domain name server.
Furthermore in composing SMS from web, characters are also one ofthe factors
that should be considered here. The standard maximum characters are 160
characters per message. If the characters typed are over limit, it will truncate to
another message, which means it will be sent as the next message. Due to that,
the announcements uploaded need to be brief and precise in words. Once you
have finished composing your SMS and click 'Send' the list of intended
recipients is checked for problems.(Note: You can run this check before
clicking 'Send' by clicking the 'Check' burton on the SMS composition
window.)It willbe sentthrough a mail server.
4.4 Constraints
4.4.1 The constraints are such as the system does not have a real connection with





5.1 Conclusion: Relevancy to the Objectives
Given the work frame and project results as per date, the Web-Based Announcement
System for UTP has been completed within the time and hence, theoretically and
conceptually, successfully meets the project objectives. Technically, it has constraints
such as mail server connections and procedures to have a domainname server.
The significant of the project is, the students will be able to receive announcements
directly from the lecturers or UTP web master via Email and SMS application. With the
implementation of the proposed system, it would increase the effectiveness and
reliability of announcement delivery process, as compared to the current conventional
process. The announcement display and reporting mechanism, which will be sent via
Email and SMS to students, provide standard announcement display and reporting
format for the university as a whole, as for easy announcement delivery management.
Web-Based Announcement System for UTP highlights the significant solution to
manage announcements effectively either academic or campus announcement, to
provide important updates to specific groups of students, and to provide the effective
notification solution, as it shouldalert the students as end users.
As the research and findings suggest, the system would affect the university learning
and campus environment as it contributes to an effective management ofannouncement
delivery, which will smoothen the flow ofactivities in UTP. Besides ensuring that the
students are always updated with new activities and academic updates inUTP.
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5.2 Suggested Future Work For Expansion and Continuation
The Web-Based Announcement System for UTP is of much flexibility; the
functionality and features can be maximized to address other future academic-related
needs. Based on time, capabilities and technological constraint posses, the
accomplishment of the system as to date are more to the basic and address only the
most significant features. The recommendations for future project works are as follows:
5.2.1 Real Connection to the Mail Server (SMTP Server)
The Web-Based Announcement System would function more effectively with a real
connection to the SMTP server. Due to that this particular system should act likely like
other web-based email service where the user can actually send announcement via
email and SMS. The system should be made accessible online and the students should
have their own account in this proposed system.
5.2.2 Privilege Access
As to practice to produce a system with a good database security, the Web-Based
Announcement System for UTP should improve on the privilege access to the
authorized users. For example administrator should get all the possible privileges since
he/she will be managing the system's database, while for lecturers they can only
update, add or delete data only in their respective access.
5.2.3 Bi-Directional Communication
The system also can be expanded to have a bi-directional communication between the
announcement administrators/lecturer and student where after receiving the
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APPENDIX 3-6 Web-Based Announcement System-Diagram 3
APPENDIX 3-7
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4 course course code *
course-desc
course type
5 registered course stu ID * student
course code * course
sem taken
6 course taught emp ID * lecturer
course code course
semester
7 announce email announce ID *
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Announce Clicka'tel is a Web-Based Announcement System forUTP, Hereyoucanupload
announcement, view announcements andreceive announcements viamobile. Thesystem helps
studentto be moreupdatedand awareof anychanges onthe schedule or activities heldin
campus. Now,students will have noproblem togetnewupdates ontheresidential college,
eLeaming, academic news, andso on, It will make youaccessible to current pdates and
announcement. Everyone, Get updated withAnnounceClick'atelI
For students, clickon STUDENTbuttonto enter,whilefor thelecturersand staffclickon
ADMINISTRATOR button to enter
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Home | eLeaming | UTP jACS | RESOURCE CENTRE | HEP | RCSU | LOGOUT
WELCOME ADMINISTRATOR!
AnnounceClicka'tel@UTP is a web-based announcement
system developed for UTP, Basically the system
comprises of seven main categories of announcement.
They are eLeaming, UTP, Academic Central Services
(ACS), HEP, Finance, Residential College Support Unit
(RCSU), and UTP Resource Centre,
Feel free to upload announcement!Get your
annoucement accessible via email and SMSI
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You are in the eLeaming Page !
. Please click on the ANNOUNCEMENT CUPS button if you
want to view eLeaming announcements that have been
uploaded or upload announcements.
. Please click on the ADDRESSES button if you want to view
student addresses.
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ionnaire/Survey on Perceptions on the Effectiveness of Announcement Delivery in UTP
A: Announc
ase Circle Ou
ement Delivery in UTP











w do you rate the 'easy access' of announcement in UTP? 2 3 4 5
w do you rate the effectiveness of eLeaming as a medium of
nouncement delivery?
3 4 5
w do rate announcement delivery for any subject matter in UTP? (e.g.
all announcements conveyed managed to be received by the target
»ple/person)
2 3 4 5
w do you rate the effectiveness of UTP portal as another medium of
nouncement delivery in UTP?
2 3 4 5
w do you rate the normal way of conveying announcements such as
sters and conveying announcement verbally in UTP? (Successfully
;eived or there are some students get missed out?)
2 3 4 5
w often you browse Internet? 2 3 4 5
ase Circle Out the selection refer to the scale below: (Level of Acceptance for a proposed system)
Agree | Disagret
general, do you think announcements need to be managed in a better
y to ensure the effectiveness of announcement delivery?
2 3 4 5
w much do you agree that the good announcement delivery
magement can smoothen the activities held in UTP?
2 3 4 5
you really think that UTP needs an announcement system that can
scifically notify specific users/students where message conveyed and
affective time?
2 3 4 5
Questionnaire for Final Year Project- Web-Based Announcement System
ase ticks 0 at the chosen answer.
YES NC
i you have an email account? • •
i you have a handphone?
• •
i you open your mailbox regularly (Email)?
• •
i you think a good announcement system needed for UTP students?
• •
ive you ever missed class/test due to ineffective announcement delivery?
• •
ive you ever missed out in an important agenda of UTP due to late announcement?
• •
